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1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of online image access and also the extraction of the information based on the user query is important aspect related 

to the work. In network systems the user can give and extract the image based on the available tag or annotation of the image 

associated with it. as the social media has developed the volume of the images in the internet dataset also increased. which 

has caused a concern in case of the accessing the data storing the data of the users. 

In general the tag based image searching is a aspect to work as it is highly used by the users in the real time applications. In 

respect to other techniques like content based and context based, the tag based is more used. A new challenge of the re-

ranking of the image dataset based on the users search, access and sharing has been gaining the higher interest due to the need 

it possess. 

 
Figure 1 General image searching in social media by Flickr 

 

The general problem in tag based searching and re-ranking are; 

1) Tag mismatch: user has his/her own way of tagging the image hence no two users are compulsory to tag same on one 

image 

2) Query ambiguity: any user can access the image by passing his/her own query to user. This may be available in the data 

base or not 

3) User oriented tag: user are in depend to describe the data in his own oriented way and is arguable in real world. 
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Abstract-In modern life the digital media and also the social websites has been integral parts of the human life. Websites like 

flickers allow the user to exchange the information based on the tag associated with the digital data generally the image. Users 

are fetching the data based on the tag and are an rising trends in the online services. Making the relevant images top ranking 

and arranging is an important and challenging aspect. Hence we have proposed the social re-ranking model based on the tag in 

which image searching and retrieval is performed. Re-ranking of image has to be performed based on the of  visual 

information semantic information social clues.. Usually each user contributes several images. First we sort these images by 

inter-user re-ranking. Users that have higher contribution to the given query rank higher. Then we sequentially implement 

intra-user re-ranking on the ranked user’s image set, and only the most relevant image from each user’s image set is 

selected.We have developed an inverted image index for re ranking of the image by using the image data. The Flickr dataset 

has been used and experiment carried out on it which is efficient and effective. 

Keywords-social websites, social  re-ranking, image search, tag based image. 
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Hence to avoid such problems in the world the system which we have proposed will onsider the traditional type of ranking 

method by considering visual information, semantics data and also on the social clues of the relevant images.  

In [1] the author presents a diverse relevance ranking scheme for social image search, which is able to simultaneously take 

relevance and diversity into account. It leverages both visual information of images and semantic information of the 

associated tags. The ranking algorithm optimizes an Average Diverse Precision (ADP) measure, which is generalized from 

the conventional AP measure by integrating with diversity.In [2] the author  propose in this paper a neighbor voting 

algorithm which accurately and efficiently learns tag relevance by accumulating votes from visual neighbors. Under a set of 

well-defined and realistic assumptions, the author prove that our algorithm is a good tag relevance measurement for both 

image ranking and tag ranking.In  [3] the author  proposed an approach to accomplish relevance based ranking for social 

image search. It integrates both the visual consistency between images and the semantic correlation between tags in a unified 

optimization framework. Then an iterative solution method is adopted to compute the relevance scores.In [4] the author  

propose a novel relevance-quality algorithm which takes into account both the relevance and the quality. Here, the relevance 

between the query and database images are estimated by exploiting the visual content and the semantic information of 

images, and theimage quality is estimated based on the information of brightness, contrast and colorfulness.In [5]the author  

proposed a new framework by leveraging millions of training web images and their associated rich textual descriptions. For 

any given query tag (e.g., “car”), our framework first automatically finds the relevant and irrelevant training web images, 

which can be used as the positive and negative training data for classifier learning. 

In [6] the author propose an algorithm to efficiently and effectively detect visually duplicate images in a large set of images. 

It first calculate a K-bit (K�32) hash code for each image and conduct the duplicate image detection with only the hash 

codes. In [7] the author a novel ranking model which utilizes visual features and click features to support the ranking model 

learning. The basic assumption is that relevant images for a query should obtain the characteristic of visual consistency, and 

visually similar images should obtain a similar ranking output. In [8] MSR-Bing image retrieval challenge is based on the 

Clickture dataset which is generated from click logs of Bing image search. Compared with other manually labeled dataset, 

Clickture well reflects common users’ searching and consuming interests and covers the semantics (textual queries) that 

people desire to search in daily life.In [9] the author a novel tag-based photo retrieval framework by re-tagging a group of 

semantically related Flickr photos. In our framework, we first construct a group specific lexicon consisting of only the tags of 

all the photos within the group. For any query tag, it obtain loosely labeled positive and negative training web images by 

using inverted file based methodIn [10]the author  address the tag diversity problem in social image tagging and give the 

corresponding measurements. The proposed tagging with diverse semantic approach improves the semantic coverage for an 

image from the top-ranked tags. Tag diversity is proportional to its relevance to image and Semitic compensations to the tags 

ranked ahead of it. The image re-ranking model is a issue in the modern era as the number of image in database has been 

increasing in the internet or online world. Whenever the query, clue for any image has been raised in the online based system 

the searching is always associated with the tag with it hence increases the burden of the systemin accurate as misleading of 

tag will raise the issue. To overcome such problems the system which have been developed and run under the different 

aspects of scenarios.Due to the iterative works on the system many methods and techniques has been proposed for the image 

retrieval from the dataset. Many system like content based, context based, information based or searching content based 

methods has been proposed on the system. The many system has been given accurate result but they has the constraints for 

the use and requires the experts to manipulate them.  

The problems associated with the methods are tag mismatching, query ambiguity etc as the size of the data increases the 

problems will keep grow. 

As we have explained in the early stages the many of the existing methods lack in accuracy to high data vulnerability. Hence 

to overcome the problems stashed we have proposed new iterative algorithm to get the relevance score. Relevance scores and 

also the random walk is proposed in the search and re ranking if the image based on the tag of it. Hence the proposed work 

will generate the relevance graph based on the access by the users and it learn  relevance tag with the concept of the  visually 

weighted neighboring based voting, by the application of the variant based on the popular baseline by the neighbor voting 

algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Proposed system block diagram 
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The proposed system havetwo main sections: online and offline as shown in Fig.2The offline section contains two parts: 1) 

Inverted index structure construction for image dataset. An inverted index structure is built to accelerate the retrieval speed. 

2) Feature extraction. We extract the visual feature, semantic feature and views for the images dataset. Semantic feature 

refers to the co-occurrence word set of query tags and the tags of the images. 

Our online parts consist of the following three steps: 1) Keyword matching. For an input query, our system will return the 

initial retrieval results by keyword matching. And the following two online steps are all conducted to re-rank the initial 

results. 2) Inter-user re-ranking. The inter-user re-ranking is applied to rank the corresponding users with the consideration of 

their contributions to the given query. 3) Intra-user re-ranking. A regularization framework is proposed to determine the 

relevance level of each image by fusing the visual, semantic and views information into a unified system. Then we 

sequentially select the most relevant image in each ranked user’s image set. These selected images constitute our re-ranking 

results.  

 

In this proposed system we have some following models  

i) Tag-based Image Retrieval   

ii)Social data Tags or clues  

iii) Image searching  

iv) Social data Re-ranking. 

 

1.1 Tag-based Image Retrieval:  

In social media and social websites he user will tag the imagestagging is nothing but an description of the imagebased on the 

user and re ranking the images based on the diversity of the image is a challenge in the modern days. image’s relevance and 

images diversity based image re ranking method has been proposed in this paper.  

 

1.2 Social Tags or clues: 

Tagging is a general process of making image and giving the information based on the aspect associated with it. The image 

can be tagged by the user based on the appearance or the information of the user choice. It is not fixed or doesn’t have any 

fixed format to name or tag it. Hence tagging is achieved by the users choice in this work 

 

1.3 Image search: 

The user wants to access the images from the available dataset in any social website as required. The main problems in doing 

it is, weakly labeled tags,  

noisy tags  

duplicated information 

Irrelevant tags 

Intentionally wrong tags 

these type of the tags will make the system to work in misleading ways. It will mislead the user while accessing and re 

ranking the data. The visual information are used to tag the image by the user and are tracked by the system for the later data 

manipulation. 

 

1.4 Social Re-ranking: 

A inverted index structure has been developed for the social image re ranking based on the tag. The use of the proposed 

works has been implemented based on the tag and used by the user to tag a single image. The flicker type of database has 

been used to demonstrate the work.  

 

2. PROPOSED METHODS 

2.1 Themodulesof proposed system. 

2.1.1 admin 

In this module, the Admin has to login by using valid user name and password. After login successful he can do some 

operations such as  view all inter(all) and intra(same) user and their details and authorize them, view all  image and its details, 

view inter(all) and intra(same) group images, view all friend requests and status,  view all search requests and authorize , 

View all inter(all) and intra(same) user search history and finally generate chart for all images based on rank .  

  

2.1.2 User 

In this module, there are n numbers of users are present. User should register with group option before doing some 

operations.  After registration successful he has to wait for admin to authorize him and after admin authorized him. He  can 

login by using authorized user name and password. Login successful he will do some operations like view profile details, 

search friend and send request and accept requests, request for image search , add images by providing details and view his 

images , Search the images based on tag name and description of image of intra(same),inter(all) and view details and make  

like and dislike to images. Finally view his search history details. 
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1)Keyword Matching For the query , from the inverted file index { }, we can obtain the corresponding images that all tagged 

with query q, which is denoted by X. It can be further described by taking the social user’s information into account, as 

follows. 

X={x(u1),…x(uz)}={x1,…Xz} 

 2) Inter-user re-ranking. The inter-user re-ranking is applied to rank the corresponding users with the consideration of their 

contributions to the given query. 

 3) Intra-user re-ranking. A regularization framework is proposed to determine the relevance level of each image by fusing 

the visual, semantic and views information into a unified system. Then we sequentially select the most relevant image in each 

ranked user’s image set. These selected images constitute our re-ranking results 

4) Inverted index structure construction for image dataset. An inverted index structure is built to accelerate the retrieval 

speed. 

5) Feature extraction. We extract the visual feature, semantic feature and views for the images dataset. Semantic feature 

refers to the co-occurrence word set of query tags and the tags of the images. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Result is achieved if the applied strategy gives the expected output at each stage. For simplicity of understanding the output 

of the acquired at each major process. the projecthasBeen programmed to properly extract the tag based image search in 

social re-ranking .the proposed  solution based on the standard methods like keyword matching ,inter-user ranking ,intra-user 

ranking. 

The experimental result has shown the re-ranking images in dataset and it is  a effective and efficient. 

  

 
Figure 3 inter group images 

 

The  figure 3 it shows all groups of images like birds, animals , insect in within the groups.it is called inter user groups 

images. 

 

 
Figure 4 intra groups images 
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The figure 4 shows intra groups images it shows all groups of images in different groups like animals , birds, insects of 

groups images. 

  

 
Figure 5 re-ranking of image 

 

The  figure 5 it shows the all re-ranking of images of tag based images in social re-ranking system. 

  

 

 

Figure 6 efficient result of tag based image search by social re-ranking 
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The efficiency of result is measured by using the number of  input images and it gives the tag based image search efficient 

result is 70% and re-ranking of images its efficient result is 80% with respect to the dataset. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this work we have proposed a social re-ranking based method for the purpose of the  tag based image searching and 

retrieval. We have been able to work on the data of the social websites like flicker and deals with the general problems like 

query tag,miss matching etc. to enhance the efficiency the diversity information of the user data is processed initially and the 

data is re-ranked based on the access types of the use based on the count, but the diversity allows the system to ignore the 

relevance data in the images. 

The future work of the proposed method includes searching and extracting the images by using goggle search engines like 

Google, yahoo etc 
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